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Studies on Optical Consistency of White LEDs
Affected by Phosphor Thickness and Concentration

Using Optical Simulation
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Abstract—Effects of variations of yttrium aluminum garnet:Ce
phosphor thickness and concentration on optical consistency
of produced white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) including the
consistency of brightness and light colors were studied by optical
simulation. Five packaging methods with different phosphor
locations were compared. Optical models of LED chip and
the phosphor were presented and a Monte Carlo ray-tracing
simulation procedure was developed. Both color binning and
brightness level were used to sort the simulated LEDs to
evaluate their optical consistency. Results revealed that the optical
consistency of white LEDs strongly depends on how the phosphor
thickness and the concentration vary. To obtain desired color
binning, conformal phosphor coating is not a favorable packaging
method due to its low brightness level and poor brightness
consistency by large shifts of the brightness level as the phosphor
thickness and concentration varying. Planar remoter phosphor
improves the brightness level and its consistency, but realization
of high color consistency becomes more difficult due to its smaller
variation ranges of the phosphor thickness and concentration.
Hemispherical remoter phosphor can fulfill the requirements
of both high color consistency and high brightness consistency
due to its capability of larger variation ranges of the phosphor
thickness and concentration. By applying this method with thick
phosphor thickness or high phosphor concentration, this method
can be a promising packaging method for the low cost production.

Index Terms—Concentration, light extraction, light-emitting
diodes (LEDs), optical consistency, packaging, phosphor, thick-
ness.

I. Introduction

AS AN ATTRACTIVE illumination source, white light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) have developed rapidly in recent
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years [1]–[3]. In 1996, a method that applied blue LED chip
with yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG):Ce phosphor to generate
white light was discovered and first enabled white LED to
be commercially available [4]. In 2007, reported luminous
efficiency of phosphor-converted LEDs has increased to be
more than 100 lm/W for a driving current of 350 mA [1].
The advancements of white LED performance are promoting
the applications of white LEDs in areas such as large size
flat panel backlighting, street lighting, vehicle forward lamp,
museum illumination and residential illumination [5]–[7].

To accelerate the penetration of white LEDs into illumi-
nation market, it is critical to reduce the LED cost [8]. The
optical consistency, which is named as the ability to control
the variation of optical performance of produced LEDs such
as luminous efficiency, correlated color temperature (CCT)
and color rendering index in desired ranges, is believed to
be important for the reduction of the cost. Poor optical
consistency means an increase of sale price, since the material
cost loss for those LED products with their performance out
of requirements of purchasers should be counted in the sale
price.

In the studies of the optical consistency of phosphor-
converted white LEDs, phosphor thickness and concentration
are two important factors. This is because that the phosphor
thickness and concentration varies frequently in the manufac-
turing and, therefore, can directly affect the luminous effi-
ciency and the light color. In most LED packaging processes,
phosphor layer is fabricated by a mixture of YAG:Ce phosphor
powder and silicone. The mixture is then dispensed around
LED chip by dispensing equipment. Since the viscosity of
the mixture varies with the pressure, temperature, and time,
slight deviations of equipment parameters will affect the flow
of the mixture and change its geometry. This change causes
variations of the phosphor thickness across the chip. Phosphor
concentration also varies because of the slow deposition of the
phosphor powder in the mixture before and during curing.

Several innovative techniques such as evaporating solvent
[9], electrophoretic deposition [10], Lumiramic plate [11] and
wafer-level spin-coating [12] are proposed to maintain the
variations of the phosphor thickness and concentration to be in
acceptable ranges. These methods fabricate a thinner phosphor
layer with uniform thickness by stacking phosphor particles
closely. The issue is that the extremely high phosphor con-
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the five packaging methods for the simula-
tion. L represents the phosphor location. In Methods II, III, and IV, L is the
gap between phosphor and chip. In Method V, L is the length of phosphor.
Radius (R) is 4 mm. The baseline diameter (D) of reflector is 3 mm and the
height (H) is 2 mm.

TABLE I

Phosphor Locations in Five Packaging Methods

Methods I II III IV V
Location (mm) 0 0.05 0.05 1.8 2

centration in these methods causes the optical performance to
be more sensitive to slight variation of the phosphor thickness.

There are other packaging methods that do not involve
directly coating the phosphor on the chip such as pla-
nar remoter phosphor [13], [14], scattered photon extrac-
tion (SPE) [15], [16], hemispherical remoter phosphor [17],
[18]. These techniques, except SPE, all suffer from lack of
standard processes to fabricate high quality phosphor layer.
In the packaging method with planar remoter phosphor,
mismatch of surface tensions between the silicone and the
phosphor layer can generate nonuniform phosphor thickness.
For the hemispherical remoter phosphor, the slow deposi-
tion of phosphor particles in the mixture during curing is
serious.

Therefore, no matter how the phosphor is fabricated in
white LED production, the issue of optical consistency caused
by variations of phosphor thickness and concentration is
inevitable and needs to be studied. Sommer et al. [19] have
found that changing the phosphor thickness and concentration
can affect the spatial color distribution. This paper focuses
the study on the consistency of brightness and light color, and
simulates five packaging methods with different geometries by
Monte Carlo ray-tracing. Two issues are concerned: 1) how the
optical performance of these packaging methods is affected
by the phosphor thickness and concentration; and 2) which
packaging method can improve the optical consistency by its
geometry. Definitions of the optical models of white LEDs
and the simulation procedure are given in Section II. The
simulation results of five packaging methods are compared
and discussed in Section III.

II. Numerical Models and Analytical Method

A. Descriptions of Five Packaging Methods

As depicted in Fig. 1, five packaging methods are simulated
in this paper. Each packaging element is represented by one
color. Methods I, II, and III coat the phosphor with a

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of vertical injection chip model.

TABLE II

Optical Properties of Chip

Item n-GaN MQW p-GaN
Refractive Index 2.42 2.54 2.45
Absorption
Coefficient (mm−1)

5 8 5

rectangular shape by a replication of the chip geometry. The
difference is that there is a small gap between the phosphor
and the chip in Methods II and III, whereas the phosphor
is directly dispensed on the chip surface in Method I, which
is named as conformal phosphor coating. In Method IV,
the phosphor is planar shape but the location is remoter,
naming as a planar remoter phosphor. Method V fabricates
the phosphor with hemispherical shape by naming it as
hemispherical remoter phosphor [17]. The phosphor location
of each packaging method is illustrated in Table I.

In Methods III and IV, the cavity in the board is used as
a reflector. Surfaces of the board and the reflector are coated
with Ag to provide high reflection. Simulation assumes the
reflectance of these surfaces to be 95% [13], [14]. Silicone is
used to fabricate the hemispherical lens, to fill the reflectors in
Methods III and IV, and to fill the gaps between the phopshor
and the chip in Methods II and V. In the optical simulation,
the refractive index and absorption coefficient of the silicone
are set to be 1.5 and 0 mm−1, respectively.

B. Chip Model

The simulated LED chip model is shown in Fig. 2. This
chip is one 1 mm × 1 mm vertical injection chip with silicon
substrate. The bottom surface of p-GaN is deposited with Ag
to provide high reflection. Simulation assumes the reflectance
of this surface to be 92% specular reflection and 4% diffuse
scattering [20]. Blue light is isotropically emitted from mul-
tiple quantum-well (MQW) layer with uniform distribution.
Considering that the area of top and down surfaces of MQW
layer is much larger than that of its side surfaces, model
sets these two surfaces as the light sources and ignores light
emitted from the side surfaces.

The optical parameters of chip materials are illustrated in
Table II [21]. Light extraction efficiency of chip is calculated
to verify the feasibility of the chip model. Computational
result of the light extraction efficiency is 14.32%. Considering
that internal quantum efficiency of an actual chip is around
70%, the external quantum efficiency, which is a multiplication
of the light extraction efficiency and the internal quantum
efficiency, will be around 10.02%. This value is reasonable
according to published results [22].
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C. Phosphor Model

In the five packaging methods, the phosphor layer is a
mixture of the phosphor powder and the silicone. Since refrac-
tive index of the phosphor powder is larger than that of the
silicone, a photon entering the mixture will be scattered many
times during its propagation. For each scattering, this photon is
absorbed by the phosphor particle and subsequently scattered
to other directions. The simulation treats the mixture as an
independent flourescent material with independent refractive
index, bulk absorption and emission, and Mie scattering prop-
erties. Refractive index of the mixture (nmix) is obtained by
the refractive index mixture rules [23]

nmix = φphosnphos + φsilnsil (1)

where φphos and φsil are volume fractions of the phosphor
powder and the silicone in the mixture, respectively; nphos

and nsil are refractive indices of the phosphor powder and
the silicone, respectively. Simulation assumes nphos and nsil to
be 1.85 and 1.5.

φphos has a relationship with the phosphor concentration
c (g/cm3) as

c = ρφphos = 4
3πr3σρ (2)

where ρ is density of the phosphor, r is mean radius of
the phosphor particles, and σ is the particle number in unit
mixture. ρ and r are assumed to be 4.5 g/cm3 and 2.2 µm in
this simulation.

According to the excitation and emission spectra of YAG:Ce
phosphor, YAG:Ce phosphor shows high absorption for the
blue light spectra and weak absorption for the converted-
yellow light spectra around 500 nm. At the first step, simu-
lation calculates absorption and scattering parameters of the
mixture for the blue light and the converted-yellow light
separately by Mie theory [24]

µα(λ) = σCα(λ), µs(λ) = σCs(λ) (3)

g(λ) = 2π

∫
p(θ, r) cos θdθ (4)

where µα, µs, and g are absorption coefficient, scattering
coefficient, and anisotropy factor, respectively; Cα and Cs are
absorption and scattering cross-sections, respectively; p(θ,r)
is the phase function, θ is the scattering angle, and λ is the
light wavelength. Calculation of Cα, Cs, and p(θ,r) requires
knowing of imaginary refractive indices of the phosphor,
which are assumed to be 7.24 × 10−4 for blue light and
9.47 × 10−6 for converted-yellow light, respectively.

Since the actual phosphor particle size is nonspherical, the
second step is modifying the Mie theoretical results of the first
step by the experimental data [25], [26]. Fitting factors kα and
ks are used to obtain modified parameters

µ′
a = kαµα, µ′

s = ksµs, g′ = g/ks (5)

where µ′
α, µ′

s, and g′ are modified absorption coefficient,
scattering coefficient, and anisotropy factor, respectively. kα

and ks for the blue light are set to be 1.5 and 1.01, respec-
tively. For the converted-yellow light, Mie theory shows good

Fig. 3. Modified absorption coefficient (µ′
α) and reduced scattering coeffi-

cient (ξs) of YAG:Ce phosphor mixture for different phosphor concentrations.
The solid lines are µ′

α and ξs for the blue light, and dashed lines are µ′
α and

ξα for the converted-yellow light.

approximation for the actual light scattering. kα and ks are
therefore set to be 1.2 and 1, respectively.

Finally, according to Lambert-Beer law, reduced scattering
coefficient ξs is introduced to treat the simulated phosphor
mixture as isotropic scattering

I(t) = I0 exp{−[µ′
α + µ′

s(1 − g′)]t} = I0 exp[−(µ′
α + ξs)t] (6)

where I0 is the optical power of incident light, I(t) is the
optical power of transmitted light, and t is the phosphor
thickness. The calculated µ′

α and ξs for different phosphor
concentrations are shown in Fig. 3.

To determine directions of the scattered light by the phos-
phor particles in the ray-tracing, simulation uses Henyey-
Greenstein model to calculate the phase function p(cosθ)

p(cos θ) =
1 − g2

2(1 + g2 − 2g cos θ)3/2
. (7)

Power conversion efficiency of the phosphor is obtained by
multiplying the Stokes efficiency (quantum deficit) with the
quantum efficiency [7], [27], [28]. Stokes efficiency is the
quantum ratio of average emission wavelengths of the chip
and the phosphor. In this simulation, the average wavelengths
of the blue light and the converted-yellow light are assumed to
be 459 nm and 568 nm, respectively. The quantum efficiency
is normally larger than 90%, and can be higher than 95%
[29]. Therefore, the power conversion efficiency will be larger
than 76.77% and this simulation sets it to be 77%, which is
reasonable when comparing with the experimental results [26].

D. Analytical Method

The simulation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4 by using
Monte Carlo ray-tracing. Total number of the traced rays is
2 000 000, in which 1 000 000 rays are the blue light and the
other 1 000 000 rays are the converted-yellow light. During the
ray-tracing, energy of light rays is calculated by optical power
in watts. The threshold of light rays is 10−4. To simplify Monte
Carlo ray-tracing and shorten the simulation time, simulation
assumes the optical parameters above to be invariant for the
whole spectra of the blue light and the converted-yellow
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Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the optical simulation procedure.

TABLE III

Variations of Phosphor Thickness and Concentration

Case 1 2 3 4 5
Phosphor Thickness (µm) 60 100 140 40–200

Phosphor Concentration (g/cm3) 0.4–1.4 0.6 1

light. Therefore, light rays with single wavelength are used
to represent the blue light and the converted-yellow light,
which are set to be 459 nm and 568 nm, respectively. This
simplification has been proven to be effective for the optical
simulation of LED and adopted by many studies to predict
LED performance [13], [14], [19], [30]–[32].

For each packaging method, five variation cases of the
phosphor thickness and the concentration are simulated as
shown in Table III. In each case, only the phosphor thickness
or the concentration changes. From one case to another case,
both the phosphor thickness and the concentration change. As
shown in Fig. 4, each packaging method is repeatedly ray
traced by the varied phosphor thickness or concentration until
the variation range of one case has been completely covered.

The finally obtained results are extracted optical power of
the blue light (Ppc−B) and the converted-yellow light (Ppc−Y).
Then, luminous efficiency (η) and color mixing fraction (f )
are used to describe the brightness and the light color of white
LEDs

η = 683 lm/W × Ppc−BVpc−B + Ppc−YVpc−Y

Pelec
(8)

f = Ppc−Y
/

(Ppc−B + Ppc−Y) (9)

where Pelec is the consumed electrical power, and Vpc−B and
Vpc−Y are eye sensitivity coefficients for blue light spectra
and converted-yellow light spectra, respectively. Pelec is 1 W
in this paper and the simulation assumes the electrical power
to be fully converted to the optical power. Vpc−B and Vpc−Y

are calculated by the measured spectra of one blue LED and
one YAG:Ce phosphor and determined to be 0.073 and 0.703,
respectively.

Fig. 5. Variation of color mixing fraction in the x, y chromaticity diagram.
The quadrangular color binning is given by the ANSI Standard C78. 377-2008
and the chromaticity specification of Cree Inc.

Fig. 5 shows the relationship of the color mixing fraction
and the light color [20]. Color coordinates at the color mixing
fractions of 0% and 100% are color points of the blue light
and the converted-yellow light, respectively. It can be found
that the line of the color mixing fraction intersects with four
quadrangles of the color binning in terms of 5700 K, 6500 K,
7600 K, and 9100 K. This paper will discuss the simulated
LEDs with their light color in the range of the four quadrangles
to study the differences of their optical consistency.

III. Results and Discussion

The simulation results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It
can be found that the brightness and the light color of the
five packaging methods change variously as the phosphor
thickness or concentration varies. This means that their optical
consistency is also different. Generally, when the phosphor
thickness or concentration varies in the same range, the
luminous efficiency and the color mixing fration of Method
IV changes slower than those of other methods. The luminous
efficiency of Methods I and V increases more rapidly than that
of other methods as the phosphor thickness or concentration
increases, and the luminous efficiency of Method V is higher
than that of Method I. The color mixing fractions of Methods
I and V are always close, meaning similar variations of their
light color. The luminous efficiency and color mixing fractions
of Methods II and III vary similarly and their variations are
moderate among the five packaging methods.

An explanation is given in below to clarify the differences
of the performance variation of the five packaging methods.
For Method I, since the phosphor is directly coated on the chip
surface, both the back scattered blue light and the converted-
yellow light are strongly absorbed by the chip. Therefore,
the chip absorption of Method I is the highest among the
five methods. But more blue light can be extracted from the
chip because the material coated on the chip is phosphor,
refractive index of which is higher than that of silicone in
other methods. For Methods II and III, the chip absorption
for the back scattered light is reduced because of the small
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Fig. 6. Dependences of luminous efficiency and color mixing fractions of the five packaging methods on the phosphor concentration for (a) and (d) Case 1,
(b) and (e) Case 2, and (c) and (f) Case 3.

Fig. 7. Dependences of luminous efficiency and color mixing fractions of
the five packaging methods on the phosphor thickness for (a) and (c) Case 4,
and (b) and (d) Case 5.

gap between the phosphor and the chip. For Method III, light
passing through the phosphor may be reflected on the reflector
and losses a little energy. In Method IV, the chip absorption
for the back scattered light is less than that of Methods II and
III but the reflection loss is more serious, because the remoter
phosphor of Method IV causes most of the back scattered
light to be multiple reflected on the reflector, size of which
is much larger than that of the chip. This multiple reflections
also enhance the conversion of the blue light by the phosphor.
Comparing with Method IV, the hemispherical remoter phos-
phor of Method V is capable of high extraction of the blue

light and the converted-yellow light simultaneously. First, the
chip is located at the center of the phosphor, therefore, the blue
light can more easily pass through the phosphor and reduce
the back scattered blue light. Second, the reflection area of
Method V is smaller than that of Method IV, and the multiple
reflections of Method V are less than those of Method IV. This
means that less reflection loss occurs for Method V. Finally,
when the phosphor thickness or concentration increases, the
phosphor scattering is enhanced and these light losses of the
five packaging methods will be changed differently. Higher
light losses mean smaller variations of the luminous efficiency
and the color mixing fraction, and thus contribute to the
performance differences of the five packaging methods.

Comparing the variations of the luminous efficiency and the
color mixing fraction of each packaging method from Case 1
to Case 5, another important finding is that the performance
variation of one packaging method is different when both the
phosphor thickness and the concentration change. Generally,
the luminous efficiency and the color mixing fraction for
a packaging method with thicker phosphor thickness and
higher phosphor concentration change slower than those with
thinner thickness and lower concentration, when the same
variation of the phosphor thickness or concentration occurs.
This difference can be explained by (6), in which I(t) expo-
nentially depends on the variations of the phosphor thickness
and the concentration. As a result, it can be deduced that
the performance variation of natural white LEDs is generally
smaller than that of cool white LEDs.

The discussion above is from an ideal view that assumes
all of the light color of the simulated LEDs to be usable
white light. However, from the practical view, the light color
of white LEDs should be controlled in standard color binning
as shown in Fig. 5. Generally, LED manufacturers prefer using
the color binning and the brightness level to sort products. In
the following, the simulated LEDs are first sorted by the color
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Fig. 8. (a) Variation ranges of the phosphor concentration and (b) phosphor
concentration differences of the five packaging methods in Cases 1, 2, and 3
with their light color in the color binning.

Fig. 9. (a) Variation ranges of the phosphor thickness and (b) phosphor
thickness differences of the five packaging methods in Cases 4 and 5 with
their light color in the color binning.

binning to investigate their phosphor thickness differences and
the concentration differences. Then, the luminous efficiency of
the simulated LEDs with their light color keeping in the four-
color quadrangles is compared to distinguish their brightness
levels.

According to the color binning, the usable ranges of the
phosphor concentration and thickness of the five packaging
methods are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a). The concentration
difference and the thickness difference of these ranges are also
given in Figs. 8(b) and 9(b). Generally, the packaging method
with larger thickness difference and concentration difference
can more easily realize high color consistency. It can be found
that the thickness difference and concentration difference of
Method V are always larger than those of other methods. The
improvement of the color consistency is 19.78% by Method V
in Case 3 when comparing with that of Method IV, and 5.19%
in Case 4 when comparing with that of Method I. In general,
the color consistency of Method I is close to that of Method
V, and the color consistency of Methods II, III, and IV is the
poorest among the five methods.

From Figs. 8 and 9, it also can be found that the concentra-
tion difference and thickness difference are normally larger
for the packaging method with thinner phosphor thickness
or lower phosphor concentration. This gives the reasons why
the conformal phosphor coating is widely adopted in LED
packaging, and LED manufacturers without conformal coating
equipment prefer using low phosphor concentration.

Fig. 10. (a)–(d) Phosphor concentration differences and (e)–(h) phosphor
thickness differences of the five packaging methods in the four color quad-
rangles of the color binning. (a) and (e), (b) and (f), (c) and (g), and (d) and
(h) are the differences in color quadrangles of 9100 K, 7600 K, 6500 K, and
5700 K, respectively.

The phosphor concentration difference and the thickness
difference in each color quadrangle are further given as shown
in Fig. 10. Similar conclusions can also be derived as the
above. The color consistency of Method V is better than that
of other methods in most cases except in the color quadrangles
of 9100 K and 7600 K of Case 3, in which the concentration
differences of Method V are smaller than those of Method I.

For the four color quadrangles, the concentration difference
and the thickness difference in color quadrangles with higher
CCT are normally smaller that those with lower CCT, implying
that high color consistency for natural white LEDs can be
more easily realized. When the phosphor concentration is too
high, high color consistency may be unrealizable for the color
quadrangles with higher CCT, since the variation range of the
phosphor thickness is too small. For example, in the color
quadrangles of 9100 K and 7100 K of Case 5, the thickness
difference is only 4–5µm that is equal to the mean size of the
phosphor particles, causing precise control of the phosphor
thickness to be very difficult.

Fig. 11 shows variation ranges of the luminous efficiency
of the five packaging methods with their light color meeting
the color binning. It can be found that the brightness level
of Method V is the highest among the five methods, and
the brightness level of Method I is the lowest. Therefore, the
performance/price ratio of Method V can be the highest for
the same color binning.

From Fig. 11(a), when both the phosphor thickness and the
concentration vary, the luminous ranges of Method I change
more obviously than that of other methods. This means that
the brightness level of Method I is difficult to be controlled
by the phosphor thickness and concentration, causing poor
brightness consistency. As shown in Fig. 11(b), the brightness
difference of Method I also strongly depends on how the
phosphor thickness and the concentration vary. Oppositely,
Methods II, III, and V show more stable changes of the lumi-
nous ranges and the brightness differences, and the variation
of Method V can be the least. The shift of brightness level of
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Fig. 11. (a) Variation ranges of the luminous efficiency and (b) brightness
differences of the five packaging methods with their light color in the color
binning.

Fig. 12. Brightness differences of the five packaging methods with their light
color in each of the four quadrangles of the color binning.

Method IV is better than that of Method I but poorer than that
of other methods. Therefore, Methods II, III, and V can more
easily realize the same brightness level for the same color
binning, showing higher brightness consistency.

The brightness differences of the five packaging methods are
small in each color quadrangle as shown in Fig. 12, generally
not more than 5 lm/W. The value of the brightness difference of
Method V is normally larger than that of other methods. From
the discussion above, this is mainly due to its larger variation
ranges of the phosphor thickness and the concentration. By
controlling the variations of the phosphor thickness and the
concentration in smaller ranges, the brightness difference of
Method V will be reduced. If applying thicker phosphor
thickness or higher phosphor concentration for Method V in
the variation ranges, the brightness difference can be further
reduced according to (6) and can be comparable with that other
methods. As a result, Method V can fulfill the requirements of
both high color consistency and high brightness consistency.

IV. Conclusion

Conformal phosphor coating is widely adopted in current
LED packaging. The color consistency of this method is ac-
ceptable but its brightness consistency is poor. The brightness
level of this method is low and shifts greatly, showing a
strong dependence on the variations of the phosphor thick-
ness and concentration. Recently proposed packaging method
using planar remoter phosphor shows improvements of the
brightness consistency and the brightness level. But the color

consistency is deteriorated due to the smaller variation ranges
of the phosphor thickness and the concentration. Reducing
the distance of the remote phosphor can further improve the
brightness level and make the variation range of the luminous
efficiency more stable. But this method also cannot avoid the
issue of poor color consistency. Changing the planar remoter
phosphor to be hemispherical remoter phosphor can fulfill
the requirements of both high color consistency and high
brightness consistency due to its capability of larger variation
ranges of the phosphor thickness and the concentration in the
same color binning. The brightness level of this method is also
the highest and can be confined in small range, especially
when applying thick phosphor thickness or high phosphor
concentration. All of these significant improvements make the
hemispherical remoter phosphor a promising choice for the
low cost production of white LEDs.
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